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1 
This invention relates to systems for the hy 

draulic control of an output member of the kind 
comprising a hydraulic actuator (i. e. a jack or 
motor) controlled by a control valve, operable 
by a manually operated input member to estab 
lish alternative pressure and exhaust connec 
tions to the actuator to cause the outputº mem 
her to move in a direction and to an extent de 
termined by the movement imparted to the input 
member. 
AS a Safety measure against failure of the 

pressure Supply, or leakage in the System, it 
Would be possible to duplicate the System and to 
provide two actuators in tandem or in parallel, 
both operating on the output member and each 
having a separate control valve and deriving 
preSSure liquid from a separate pressure Supply, 
the two control valves being operated by a com 
non input member. Mere duplication, however, 

does not guard against the results arising from 
seizure of Qne of the control valves. This may 
cause disastrous results in the case of operation 
of control surfaces of aircraft, as if the valve 
Seizes in an open position the pressure liquid 
may drive the control Surface to an undesired 
extreme position, 
With a view to avoiding this disadvantage, 

the invention provides a hydraulic system of the 
above kind comprising a collapsible member 
linked to the input member and adapted to col 
lapse when subjected to a predetermined load 
as the result of Valve seizure and consequent 
excessive application of manual force to the 
input member, and a valve, arranged to be opers 
ated by collapse of the collapsible member: to 
short circuit the actuator by establishing direct 
liquid communication between opposite sides 
thereof, ? ? 

Consequently, if the control valve seizes and 
the collapsible member is collapsed by reason of 
the application of increased force to the input . 
member, the output member may be operated by 
another actuator deriving pressure from an al 
ternative Supply. 

Preferably the valve actuated by collapse of 
the Collapsible member is also arranged to cut 
off the pressure Supply to the control valve, 
Two embodiments of the invention will now 

be described in detail, by way of example, with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in 
Which: 

6 Claims (CI. 60-97) 
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Fig. 1 is a digrammatic showing of a hydraulic 
jack according to the invention, . 

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the application 
of the invention to a system embodying two 
hydraulic jacks in tandem, and . . . . . . . . 

2 
. . . Figs. 3 and 3a are diagrams showing the ap 

plication of the invention to a system embodying 
tWO hydraulic motors. 
... Like reference numerals indicate like parts 
throughout the figures. 

Considering Fig. 1, first of all, the installation 
shown therein includes a hydraulic jack 0, the 
piston of which carries a piston rod 2, which 
projects from the jack cylinder 3 and is pro 
vided at 4 to a fixed point f of the aircraft 
structure. Inside the piston rod is a preSSur 
ising piston 6 loaded by a spring , the piston 
f6 serving to apply pressure, through a hole 8 
in the piston rod f2, to the liquid contained 
in the cylinder 3, 
The cylinder f3 is pivoted, at 9, to an output 

member 20 for applying movement, as the cylin 
der. 3 moves in relation to the jack piston f , 
to an aileron or other control surface 2. The 
object of the pressurising piston 6 is to main 
tain maximum rigidity of the liquid in the con 
nection between the control surface 2 and the 
aircraft, for the purpose of preventing flutter of 
the control surface. 

Fixed to the cylinder 3 are: 
(a) The housing 22 of a collapsible member 23, 
(b) A pair of stops 24, 
(c) A control valve housing 25, 
(d) The housing 26 of a pair of non-return 

valves, 
(e) The housing 27 of a supply check valve 

and a jack by-pass valve, and 
(f) The housing 28 of a return check valve, 

... Fig. 1 being purely diagrammatic, the connec 
tions between the cylinder 3 and the parts 22 
and 24-28 are not shown therein. 
An input member 29, connected to the pilot's 

Control column, carries a projection 30 which 
noves With clearance between the stops 24 dur 
ing normal operation of the jack. The input 
member 29 is pivoted at 3 f to a link 32 pivoted 
at One end, 33, to the collapsible member 23 and 
at the other end, 34, to a link 35 for imparting 
movement to the control valve 36 of the jack. 

Liquid under pressure, supplied through an 
inlet 37, normally holds a tubular non-return 
Valve 38 open, against a spring 39, and so obtains 
access to a line 40 controlled by the middle land 
of the control valve 36. The hydraulic pres 
Sure also urges to the right, against a spring 
42, a piston 43, thereby holding a non-return 
valve 44 open against its spring 45. This places 
in communication with an exhaust outlet 46 
lines 4 controlled by the outer lands of the 
control valve 36. 

During normal operation of the jack, the link 
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32 will, on movement of the input member 29, 
pivot about the point 33 and displace the con 
trol valve 36 to connect, in conventional fashion, 
through lines 48, 49 one end of the cylinder 3 to 
pressure and the other to exhaust. The cylin 
der 3 will then move, in the same direction as 
the control valve 36, until the housing 25, which 
travels with it, causes the lands of the control 
valve again to mask the ports in the housing 
communicating with the lines 40, 47. The cylin 
der 3 thus moves to an extent and in a direction 
determined by the movement of the input mem 
ber 29. 

In the event of failure of the hydraulic pres 
Sure, the non-return valves 38, 44 close to trap 
liquid in the jack. Manual Operation of the jack 
is then possible by moving the input member 
29 Sufficiently for it to actuate one or other of 
the stops 24 to move the jack cylinder 3. When 
the input member 29 is so moved, the central 
land of the control valve 36 opens a port 50 to 
allow, as described in U. S. application 785,837, 
now Patent No. 2,566,273, dated August 28, 1951, 
trapped liquid to circulate from one end of the 
cylinder to the other through one or other of 
a pair of non-return valves 5. 
The collapsible member 23, which is described 

in detail in U. S. application Serial No. 164,653 
Serves to deal With the contingency of the con 
trol valve 36 seizing in its housing 25 during nor 
mal hydraulic Operation Of the jack. It com 
prises a cylindrical tube 5, which is a close fit 
in a cavity in the housing 22 and free to slide 
therein, a plunger 52 slidable in the tube 5, a 
plurality of balls 53, and a compression spring 
54. The tube 5 is pivoted at 33 to the link 32 
and the Spring 54 is mounted in compression 
between the head of the plunger 52 and the end 
of the tube 5. The balls 53 project through 
holes 55 in the tube 5 and into holes 56 in the 
housing 22 and normally the Outer and Smaller 
portion of each ball 53 projects into and fits 
closely within the holes, 55, 56. The plunger 52 
has an inwardly tapering head 57 which presses 
the balls 53 outwards into the position illustrated. 
The balls 53 consequently resist sliding move 

ment of the tube 5 in relation to the housing 
22, as Such movement would necessitate that the 
balls ride inwardly down the tapered face of the 
head 57 and consequently in movement of the 
plunger 52 to the right, thereby increasing the 
compression of the spring 54. When, however, 
the load seeking to move the tube 5 axially in 
relation to the housing 22, and imposed thereon 
by the pilot in the effort to free the control valve 
36, when seized, reaches a predetermined limit, 
the balls 53 will be moved inwardly to an extent 
Sufficient for them to cease resisting movement 
of the tube 5, with the result that the member 
23 is collapsed. 
A resetting plug 58, having a conical head 59, 

may be moved into the tube 5, to reset the 
member 23. After the tube 5 has been moved 
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back into position to align the holes 55 with , 
the holes 56, pressure on the plug 58 will force 
the balls 53 back into the position shown. 
Mounted within the tubular non-return valve 

38 is a closely fitting plunger 60. This plunger 
is normally held down by a leaf spring 6, one 
end of which is attached to a member 62 piv 
oted at 63 to the housing 27, and the other end 
of which carries a catch 64 engaging a corre 
Sponding catch 65 on the tube 5. The lower end 
of the Spring-loaded plunger 60 extends into an 
annular chamber 66 communicating with one end 

65 

70 

4. 
of the cylinder 3, while the other end of the 
cylinder communicates with a port 6 in the an 
nular chamber 66 which is normally Sealed by 
the end of the spring-loaded plunger 60. The 
area of the port 67 is equal to half the cross-Sec 
tional area of the portion of the plunger Stem 
enclosed in the annular chamber 66, So that the 
plunger 60 is subjected to equal upward loads 
by a given pressure existing in either end of 
the cylinder. 
A subsidiary function of the Spring-loaded 

plunger 60 is to prevent excessive pressure being 
generated at either end of the cylinder 3 due to 
excessive reaction load from the control Surface 
2. The leaf spring 6 is so designed that the 
plunger 60 may lift against it, under excessive 
pressure on its lower end, or on the differential 
area thereof exposed to the pressure in the cham 
ber 66, thereby relieving the pressure in the cyl 
inder. The plunger 60 will of course move down 
again to Sealing position when the reaction load 
has returned to a safe value. 
The main function of the spring-loaded plung 

er is however fulfilled when the collapsible mem 
ber 23 collapses due to seizure of the control 
valve 36. The catch 65 is then removed from 
the catch 64 on the leaf spring 6, which is thus 
disabled whereupon the plunger 60 is lifted by 
the hydraulic pressure acting On its lower end, 
affording free communication between the tWO 
ends of the cylinder f3. As the plunger 60 lifts, 
a collar 68 on it closes the non-return Valve 38 
and cuts off the pressure supply to the control 
valve 36. . 
As communication is opened between the two 

ends of the cylinder f3 when the collapsible 
member 23 collapses, the system offers no resist 
ance to movement of the control Surface 2 by a 
Second hydraulic system, which may be consti 
tuted by an exactly similar hydraulic jack, de 
riving pressure from a different source, and the 
control valve of which is also linked to the pilot's 
input member 29. 

In the case of the installation shown in Fig. 2, 
two jack pistons f, a are mounted in tandem 
on a common piston rod 2, pivoted at 4 to the 
aircraft structure and movable respectively in 
cylinders 3, 3a in a common housing 3 which 
constitutes an output member connected to a 
control surface or to the head of the rotor of a 
helicopter. Movement of the housing 13 thus 
servesto ' impartº movement to the control sur 
face or to adjust the rotor head, e. g. by varying 
the blade pitch or by tilting the rotor head. 

Parts associated with the jack piston f bear 
the same reference as the corresponding parts 
in Fig. 1, while parts associated with the jack 
piston fa bear the Same reference numerals as 
the corresponding parts associated with the jack 
piston f, but with the addition of the suffix a. 
The pilot's input member 29 is connected to 

a member 69, pivoted at 70 and having a nose 
Ti f which is movable between the stops 24. The 
member 69 is connected, by links 72, 72a to links 
32, 32a. 

Normally, movement of the input member 29 
will rock the links 32, 32d. in opposite directions 
about their points 33, 33a of pivotal attachment 
to their respective collapsible members 23, 23a. 
to move the control valves 36, 36a in the same 
direction, thereby admitting hydraulic fluid to 
the corresponding ends of the two cylinders 3, 
3a and establishing exhaust connections to the 
Opposite ends of the jack cylinders. 

If, however, one of the control valves, say the 
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control valve 36, seizes, the force exerted by a 
pilot on the input member 29 will collapse the 
asSociated collapsible member 23. The as 
Sociated valve 69 will then move, precisely as 
-described with reference to Fig. 1, to cut off the 
preSSure Supply from the associated control valve 
36 and to establish a by-pass connection between 
opposite ends of the jack cylinder 3. The failed 
jack then offers no resistance to continued opera 
tion of the output member by the other jack, 
which is controlled by its control valve 360. 
After the member 23 has collapsed, the link 32 
turns idly, in response to movement of the input 
member, 29, about its point of attachment 34 
to the seized control valve 36. Stops (not shown) 
Serye to limit the movement of the valve 36. 

In the arrangement shown in Figs. 3 and 3d, 
two hydraulic motors 83, 83d serve to operate a 
-control Surface, Parts aSSociated With these 
notors which correspond to parts shown in Fig. 1 
bear the Same reference numerals. Also parts 
asSociated With the motor 83a, which correspond 
to parts aSSociated "With the motor 33 bear the 
same reference numerals, with the addition of 
the Suffix d. 
The pilot's input, member 29 is connected to 

la linik 84 which, on movement of the input mem 
ber, turns about a pivot 85 to shift a linkage 88, 
87, 87a, 8, 8a, thereby moving the two con 
trol valves 36, 36d. in the same direction. 
But one of the hydraulic motors, 83, will be 

described, the other 83a, being of precisely simi 
lar construction. The motor 83 comprises a 
shaft 88, carrying a pair of eccentrics 89, 99 
spaced at 180° (i. e. in antiphase) on the shaft. 
ASSOciated With the eccentric 89 is a set of six 
cylinders, each containing a piston 9, these 
cylinders being located radially in relation to the 
Shaft, 88. A similar Set of six cylinders each 
containing a piston 92, is associated with the 
eccentric 90. ASSociated with each aligned pair 
of cylinders is one of six distributing valves 93, 
teach of which is held by a Spring 94 in contact 
with a swashplate 95 on the shaft 88. For sim 
plicity but one pair of aligned cylinders, contain 
ing pistons 9d, 92, and but one associated dis 
tributing valve 93, are shown in Fig. 3d. The 
motor has a drain connection 83 for leading 
away liquid which may leak past the pistons 9, 
92 or the distributing valves 93. 
On displacement of the control valve 36, it 

establishes alternative pressure and exhaust con» 
nections to lines 96, 97 leading to each of the dis 
tributing valves 93. This results in sympathetic 
movement of the pistons 9, 92 thereby actuating 
the eccentrics 89, 90 to rotate the shaft 88 in 
a direction determined by the direction of move 
ment of the control valve 36. Thus, if line 95 
is connected to pressure, and line 97 to exhaust, 
the piston 92 will be caused to move in and the 
piston 9 to move out. As the shaft 88 rotates, 
the swash plate 95 imparts continuous recipro 
cating movement to all of the valves 93 so that 
the associated pistons 9, 92 will be alternately 
connected, at the proper times, to pressure and 
exhaust. 
The shafts 88, 88a of the two motors drive, 

through gear wheels 98, 98a, a common gear wheel 
99 connected, by bevel gearing 00, to a threaded 
sleeve Of, engaging a pair of Screw jacks 02 
which are moved inwards or OutWards, according 
to the direction of rotation of the member 0, 
to impart movement to the two portions of the 
control surface, not shown. 

In screw threaded engagement with the boss 
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6 
of the gear wheel 99 is a follow-up rod. 03 which 
Operates, by rocking the link 84 about its pivotal 
attachment 04 to the input member 29, to re 
turn the control walves 36, 36a ito neutral position. 

If either of the control valves, say 36, should 
Seize, the following sequence of events occurs. 
The associated collapsible member 23 collapses, 
thereby freeing the catch 77 associated with the 
corresponding valve 60, which closes under the 
action of its spring 78. This cuts off pressure 
from the control valve 35, and also from a line 
f05. As long as there is pressure in the line 5, 
a plunger f05 is held, against the action of a 
spring it, to maintain contacts 08, 99 closed. 
When the pressure is cut off, the spring iO7 
causes the contacts 08, 09 to be separated, 
thereby lighting a warning lamp. When the 
valve f60 closes, its stem do moves into position 
to open a connection between the lines 96, 97, 
thereby allowing the hydraulic motor 83 to run 
freely, as it is driven through the gears 99, 98, 
On continued operation of the still effective 
notor 83. 
On Seizure of the control valve 360, a precisely 

similar action takes place. The member 23a col 
lapses and the valve 60a closes, to cut off pres 
Sure from the valve 36d, to energize the associated 
warning lamp, and to connect together the lines 
96a, 9 a. 

Interlocking plungers f it, t a are provided 
between extensions i f2, i 2a of the tubes 5 , 5 da 
of the two collapsible members 23, 23a. These 
operate, as described in U. S. application Serial 
No. 164,759 when either of the members 23, 23a. 
collapses, to lock the other against collapse. 
The invention, in its application to duplicated 

hydraulic actuators, is of utility only when ap 
plied to actuators directly coupled to the output 
member, e.g. jacks in tandem, as shown in Fig. 
2, jacks in parallel and both directly coupled to 
the output memberand motors mounted in tan 
den on or directly geared to a common output 
shaft. In the case of actuators differentially 
coupled to the output member, i. e. jacks in 
parallel coupled to the output member through a 
differential link as described in U. S. application 
Serial No. 164,654, or motors coupled to the out 
put - member through a differential gearing, a 
failed and short-circuited actuator can be driven 
in reverse by the still operative actuator, and it 
is necessary to provide a pressure responsive lock 
which operates in case of failure, e. g. as de 
scribed in U. S. application Serial No. 164,654, to 
lock the failed actuator. 
What we claim as our invention and desire to 

Secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. The combination with a hydraulic actuator 

having an inlet for liquid under pressure and an 
exhaust outlet, of a manually operable input 
member and an output member adapted to be 
actuated by the actuator, said actuator compris 
ing a control valve movable in opposite direc 
tions by said input member to cause liquid to fiow 
through said actuator in alternative paths from 
Said inlet to said outlet and thereby to cause said 
actuator to move said output member in a direc 
tion and to an extent determined by the move 
ment imparted to said input member, a collapsible 
member linked to the input member and arranged 
to collapse, in the event of seizure of said control 
Valve and consequent abnormal application of 
manual force to said input member, a conduit for 
permitting of free circulation of liquid within 
the actuator, a valve normally closing said con 
duit, and means controlled by the collapsible 
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member and operative on collapse thereof to 
cause automatic opening of Said valve. 

2. The combination with a hydraulic actuator 
having an inlet for liquid under pressure and an 
exhaust outlet, of a manually operable input 
member and an output member adapted to be 
actuated by the actuator, Said actuator compriS 
ing a control valve movable in opposite direc 
tions by said input member to cause liquid to flow 
through said actuator in alternative paths from 
said inlet to said outlet and thereby to cause Said 
actuator to move said output member in a direc 
tion and to an extent determined by the move 
ment imparted to said input member, a col 
lapsible member linked to the input member and 
arranged to collapse, in the event of seizure of 
said control valve and consequent abnormal ap 
plication of manual force to Said input member, 
a conduit for permitting of free circulation of 
liquid within the actuator, a valve subject to 
hydraulic pressure within the actuator, and a 
catch controlled by the actuator for normally 
holding said valve closed, said catch being dis 
abled on collapse of the collapsible member to 
permit said hydraulic pressure to move Said 
valve to open said conduit. 

3. The combination with a hydraulic actuator 
having an inlet for liquid under pressure and 
an exhaust outlet, of a manually operable input 
member and an output member adapted to be 
actuated by the actuator, said actuator Com 
prising a control valve movable in opposite di 
rections by said input member to cause liquid 
to flow through said actuator in alternative 
paths from said inlet to said outlet and thereby 
to cause said actuator to move Said output men 
ber in a direction and to an extent determined 
by the movement imparted to said input mem 
ber, a collapsible member linked to the input 
member and arranged to collapse, in the event 
of seizure of said control valve and consequent 
abnormal application of manual force to Said 
input member, a conduit for permitting of free 
circulation of liquid within the actuator, a valve 
for closing said conduit, a catch controlled by 
the collapsible member for normally maintain 
ing the valve in closed position, and a Spring 
urging the valve to position to open Said conduit, 
said catch being disabled, on collapse of Said 
collapsible member, to permit said spring to 
open said valve. 

4. In combination, a pair of hydraulic actua 
tors each having a pressure inlet and an ex 
haust outlet, an input member common to the 
two actuators, and a common output member 
adapted to be actuated by the two actuators, 
each actuator comprising a control valve movable 
in opposite directions by said input member to 
cause liquid to flow through said actuator in 
alternative paths from said inlet to said outlet 
and thereby to cause said actuator to move Said 
output member in a direction and to an extent 
determined by the movement imparted to said 
input member, a collapsible member linked to 
the input member and arranged to collapse, in 
the event of Seizure of Said control valve and 
consequent abnormal application of manual 
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8 
force to said input member, a conduit for per 
mitting of free circulation of liquid within the 
actuator, a valve normally closing said conduit, 
and means controlled by the collapsible member 
and operative on collapse thereof to cause auto 
matic opening of said valve, said actuators be 
ing directly coupled to said output member. 

5. The combination with a hydraulic jack, 
comprising a servo member and a housing there 
for, of a manually operable input member, an 
output member coupled to the jack, a pressure 
inlet, an exhaust outlet, a control valve coupled 
to the input member and movable in opposite 
directions from a neutral position to establish 
alternative connections between opposite ends 
of Said housing and Said inlet and Outlet and 
thereby cause relative movement between said 
housing and servo member to move the output 
member in a direction and to an extent deter 
mined by the movement imparted to the input 
member, a collapsible member coupled to the 
input member and arranged to collapse, On 
Seizure of Said control valve, under application 
of manual force to the input member, a conduit 
for permitting liquid to flow freely between op 
posite ends of said housing, a normally closed 
valve in Said conduit, and means controlled by 
Said collapsible member for freeing said valve, 
On collapse of said collapsible member, for auto 
matic movement to its open position. 

6. The combination with a hydraulic motor, 
of a manually operable input member, an out 
put member actuable by the motor, a pressure 
inlet, an exhaust outlet, a control valve movable 
by Said input member in opposite directions from 
a neutral position to establish a flow of liquid 
through Said motor from said inlet to said out 
let in alternative directions according to the 
direction of movement of said control valve and 
thereby to cause Said motor to move said output 
member in a direction and to an extent deter 
mined by the movement imparted to the input 
member, a collapsible member coupled to the 
input member and arranged to collapse, on 
Seizure of said control valve, under application 
of manual force to the input member, a con 
duit for permitting liquid to circulate freely 
through said motor, a normally closed valve in 
Said conduit, and means controlled by said col 
lapsible member for freeing said valve, on col 
lapse of Said collapsible member, for automatic 
movement to its open position. 

ROY WESTBURY. 
STANLEY ERALPH TYLER. 
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